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SINGLES KITCHEN TOOLS | VE2

A good grip 
on everyday 
life
It’s great to be able to go with the flow. That’s true in life, and it’s true 
in the kitchen. The SINGLES Kitchen Tools is our beautiful, cohesive 
family of everyday tools to make your life a little easier. The materials 
have been selected to perfectly complement the function of each 
product. In addition to durable PP plastic, we’ve also used stainless 
steel and FSC™-labelled beech*.

Across all products, the range embodies graphic, lightweight play-
fulness. Everything superfluous has been stripped away, and what 
remains is exactly what you need to get a good grip on everyday life in 
the kitchen. 
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SINGLES WOODEN TOOLS | VE2

Good, solid must-have

An absolute must-have in any kitchen is a good palette knife. This one 
is distinguished by its simple, almost geometric exterior as well as a 
comfortable grip in your hand. It is made of FSC™-certified beech 
wood.

Choose from two variants: the palette with a straight end or the palette 
knife with a kink.

One, two, tweeze!

Here’s good news for anyone who likes to cook, but also likes to keep a 
good grip on things. The kitchen tweezer can be used for a smaller item or 
when you need accurate serving. The wide tong can grip larger amounts 
in the pan or while serving. 

Both are made of FSC™-certified beech wood that patinates beautifully 
over time.
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Favourite 
from the first

 handshake
SINGLES SPATULA | VE2 

New favourite in your kitchen?  

This beech spatula will be your favourite 
from the first handshake. It’s as good- 
looking as it is pleasant to hold. The 
inspiration for the design comes from the 
pizza bakeries. However, the length and 
width of the shaft have been adjusted so 
the spatula can handle all sorts of tasks in 
modern kitchens. For example, it can be 
used to turn fried eggs, divide dough, as a 
worktop scraper or to sauté things in the 
pan. Finally, it’s great for serving a piece of 
cake or open sandwiches, too.  
It is made of FSC™-certified beech wood.
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SINGLES PIZZA SLICER | VE2

This is how a pizza slicer 
should be served up!  

The SINGLES pizza slicer elegantly combines form 
and function. The stainless steel blade ensures long 
durability and a precise cut regardless of the thickness 
of the base. 

The pizza slicer sits comfortably in your hand, and it is 
easy to press with your thumb when cutting. 

Choose Black or Soft Taupe.
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SINGLES MEZZALUNA | VE2

“When we hold hands, 
everything feels 
uncomplicated”

SINGLES Mezzaluna

Rockingly indispensable 

An indispensable kitchen tool in convenient format. Thanks to the  
crescent shape of the knife, you can cut herbs, nuts, etc. in a com-
fortable rocking motion. The knife does not take up much space in 
the drawer, and its sharp steel blade is well protected by the included 
plastic guard. Wash it up by hand and it will stay razor sharp for a  
long time. Tip: Try it for slicing pizza too!.
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LESS IS MORE:
Sharp and simple

Everything superfluous is peeled away 

If it’s efficiency you’re after, look no further. This vegetable peeler 
is an invaluable friend for quick peeling – whichever hand you 
prefer to use. The blade is made of razor-sharp quality steel, and 
the grip is good. 

Available in Black or Soft Taupe.

A
SINGLES VEGETABLE PEELERS | VE2

Twice as effective 

The style of this vegetable peeler matches the range.  
However, it comes with a lovely detail: you can be twice as 
efficient. With this in hand, you can peel both ways: away from 
you or towards you. The good grip, the sharp steel and the 
two colour variants have not changed.
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SINGLES MEASURING CUPS | VE2

“Love and cooking passion 
are hard to measure. 
I’ll just stick to the 
ingredients”

SINGLES Measuring Cups

Have it all! 

Avoid wasting good ingredients when baking bread and 
cakes. This simple silicone scraper gets it all out of the 
bowl with ease. 

The multi-scraper is flexible and pleasantly tactile. And it 
can handle up to 230° Celsius, so bring on even the hottest 
candy mass!.

SINGLES MULTI-SCRAPER | VE2

Exactly right! 

The two measuring cups are stylish and functional.  
The decilitre measure holds 1 dl, while the big cup has 
room for 500 ml. These measures will suffice for most  
people when cooking or baking. The stainless steel is  
indestructible and will also patinate beautifully over time. 
So, it’s fair to say, with this set you have measuring  
.
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Blend,
whip and
whisk

Go full throttle - with a secure grip.
SINGLES WHISK | VE2

“Love and cooking passion
are hard to measure.
I’ll just stick to the
ingredients” A stirring performance! 

It’s hard to do without a whisk in your kitchen. On the bright side, this 
model will be enough for most people. The whisk is designed in a 
practical medium size and sits comfortably in your hand. This means 
you can go full throttle and still have a secure grip.

 It comes with a durable PP plastic handle and stainless steel whisk 
head. 
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3041700 3041700

3041700 3041700

3041700

3083400

3041700

30112500

Kitchen tongs - Singles Kitchen tweezers - Singles 

Spatula - Singles Spatula knife - Singles

Stirring spoon - Singles 

Pizza wheel - Singles

Multi spatula - Singles

Mezzaluna - Singles

FSC™-certified beech  
L 26 W 3,8 cm

Beech

FSC™-certified beech 
L 26 W 3 cm

Beech

FSC™-certified beech  
L 28 W 4,8 cm

Beech

FSC™-certified beech  
L 28 W 4,8 cm

Beech

FSC™-certified beech  
L 26 W 4,6 cm

Beech

PP/SS430 
L 20 W 8 cm

Black Soft Taupe

FSC™-certified beech  
L 18 W 10 cm

Beech

SS420/SS304 
L 18,8 H 6,4 cm

Steel

29625 30693

29631 30694

29632

29617 29618

29624

29623

6 Pcs. 6 Pcs.

6 Pcs. 6 Pcs.

6 Pcs.

6 Pcs.

6 Pcs.

6 Pcs.

Design: VE2 Design: VE2

Design: VE2 Design: VE2

Design: VE2

Design: VE2

Design: VE2

Design: VE2

fphk://item?number=29625
fphk://item?number=30693
fphk://item?number=29631
fphk://item?number=30694
fphk://item?number=29632
fphk://item?number=29617
fphk://item?number=29618
fphk://item?number=29624
fphk://item?number=29623
https://www.zonedenmark.design/landingpage/singles-tools/
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3058400 3058400

3058400 3083400

3058400 30112500

Vegetable peeler - Singles Vegetable peeler - Singles 

Multi-scraper - Singles Whisk - Singles

Measuring cup - Singles 

PP/SS420 
L 16 W 3,2 cm

Black Soft Taupe

PP/SS420 
L 12 W 5,9 cm

Black Soft Taupe

Silicone 
L 14 W 10 cm

Soft Taupe

PP/SS304 
D 6 L 28 cm

Black Soft Taupe

Steel

SS304 
D 8,4 H 11,5 cm  500 ml

Steel

29619 29620 29621 29622

29626 29629 29630

29627 29628

6 Pcs. 6 Pcs.

6 Pcs. 6 Pcs.

6 Pcs.

Design: VE2 Design: VE2

Design: VE2 Design: VE2

Deciliter measuring cup - Singles 

SS304 
D 6,4 H 4,25 cm  1 dl
6 Pcs.
Design: VE2

Design: VE2

fphk://item?number=29619
fphk://item?number=29620
fphk://item?number=29621
fphk://item?number=29622
fphk://item?number=29626
fphk://item?number=29629
fphk://item?number=29630
fphk://item?number=29627
fphk://item?number=29628
https://www.zonedenmark.design/landingpage/singles-tools/
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Level up your
COOL FACTOR

That’s seriously cool design!

Now you can impress your friends with drinks that 
are not only beautifully chilled but also irresistibly 
beautiful. The special shape gives the ice cubes a 
stylish art deco look to add slick appeal to drinks. 
The tray is made of silicone, so the ice cubes slide 
out easily. The discreet edge enables safe stacking 
of several trays in the freezer. A cool gift idea for the 
cocktail connoisseur, the bon viveur and anyone else 
who loves cool refreshments. 

Choose from five gorgeous colours.
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“I won’t crumble 
– neither in your bed
nor on the table...”

SINGLES Basket

Temptation in a basket 

Charming and expressive in its simplicity, an ideal and 
presentable bread basket with a washable canvas in-
sert. Remove the insert and use the basket for tempting 
fruit and greens.
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“I have room for every-
one - small and large, 
short and long...”

SINGLES Knife Block

Totally flexible and now in new hue
No one is too big, too small, too wide, too dull or too sharp for the SINGLES 
knife block. The flexible insert accommodates all sizes and shapes of 
knives.
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Functional
beauty

SINGLES KNIFE BLOCK | VE2

SINGLES NAPKIN HOLDER | VE2

“Take me to the table. 
I’m good-looking and perfectly mannered, 
and I’m a firm believer in the one and only
... one at a time.” 

SINGLES Napkin Holder

The one and only...one at a time 

It’s not just pretty. The simple napkin holder from 
SINGLES also features a clever little silicone detail to 
ensure you only take one napkin at a time. It’s stylish, 
and holds napkins in many sizes.
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Practical
panache

SINGLES TRIVETS | VE2
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30137500

30208100

3083100

3083000

Ice cube tray - Singles

Garlic press - Singles 

Black Warm Grey Indigo Blue

Black Warm Grey

Silicone 
L 22 W 11,2 H 3,9 cm

Black Indigo Blue Lupine Apricot Leek Green

SS304 
D 8 H 3,5 cm

Matte steel

331951 331952 32225

24378 24379

31764 32232 32233 32234 32235

15381

4 Pcs.

6 Pcs.

Tray with handle - Singles 

Powder-coated steel 
D 20 H 13 cm
4 Pcs.
Design: VE2

Tray with handle - Singles 

Powder-coated steel 
D 30 H 13,4 cm
2 Pcs.
Design: VE2

Design: Mavro//Lefèvre

Design: VE2

fphk://item?number=331951
fphk://item?number=331952
fphk://item?number=32225
fphk://item?number=24378
fphk://item?number=24379
fphk://item?number=31764
fphk://item?number=32232
fphk://item?number=32233
fphk://item?number=32234
fphk://item?number=32235
https://www.zonedenmark.design/landingpage/caddy-tray/ 
fphk://item?number=15381
https://www.zonedenmark.design/landingpage/garlic-press/
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3083000

30104000

30137500

30137500

Egg slicer - Singles

Knife sharpener - Singles 

PP 
D 10,4 H 3,5 cm

Black Warm Grey

PP 
L 19 W 3 H 3,5 cm

Black Warm Grey

Black Cool Grey Warm Grey TaupeMud Leek Green

Salt and pepper set - Singles 

ABS/Metal 
L 6,5 W 3,3 H 8,9 cm

Black Warm Grey

15237 15236

15182 24385

330303 330304 330305 28072332062 32231

10542 10544

6 Pcs.

6 Pcs.

6 Sets

Design: VE2

Design: VE2

Coasters, 6 pcs. - Singles 

Silicone/Metal 
D 10 H 3,1 cm
6 Sets
Design: VE2

Design: VE2

fphk://item?number=15237
fphk://item?number=15236
https://www.zonedenmark.design/landingpage/egg-slicer/
fphk://item?number=15182
fphk://item?number=24385
https://www.zonedenmark.design/landingpage/knife-sharpener/
fphk://item?number=330303
fphk://item?number=330304
fphk://item?number=330305
fphk://item?number=28072
fphk://item?number=332062
fphk://item?number=32231
https://www.zonedenmark.design/landingpage/coasters/ 
fphk://item?number=10542
fphk://item?number=10544
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30137500

30195800

30195800

30104200

Knife block - Singles

Bread Basket - Singles

Timer - Singles 

Egg cup w. holder, 4 pcs. - Singles 

Silicone/Metal 
D 11,2 H 9,5 cm 

Black Warm Grey Mud Taupe

PP/TPR 
L 17 W 9 H 24 cm

Black Cool Grey Warm Grey Mud Taupe

Limestone

100% Cotton/Metal 
D 25,5 H 8 cm

Black Warm Grey

Metal 
D 5,4 H 8,9 cm

Black Cool Grey Warm Grey Mud Lupine

332021 332023 10548 28075

330468 330469 24375 13675 28079

32229

330470 331256

332015 332017 332016 10549 32227

6 Sets

4 Pcs.

6 Pcs.

6 Pcs.

Design: VE2

Design: VE2

Design: VE2

Design: VE2

fphk://item?number=332021
fphk://item?number=332023
fphk://item?number=10548
fphk://item?number=28075
fphk://item?number=330468
fphk://item?number=330469
fphk://item?number=24375
fphk://item?number=13675
fphk://item?number=28079
fphk://item?number=32229
https://www.zonedenmark.design/landingpage/egg-cup/ 
fphk://item?number=330470
fphk://item?number=331256
fphk://item?number=332015
fphk://item?number=332017
fphk://item?number=332016
fphk://item?number=10549
fphk://item?number=32227
https://www.zonedenmark.design/landingpage/timer/
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30137500

30146000

Napkin holder - Singles 

Powder-coated steel 
L 22,5 W 22,5 H 11,3 cm

Black

Black Cool Grey Warm Grey Mud ApricotTaupe

332013

330464 330465 330466 10546 3223028076

4 Pcs.

Kitchen Roll Holder - Singles 

Powder-coated steel 
D 14,5 H 32 cm
4 Pcs.
Design: VE2

Design: VE2

fphk://item?number=332013
fphk://item?number=330464
fphk://item?number=330465
fphk://item?number=330466
fphk://item?number=10546
fphk://item?number=32230
https://www.zonedenmark.design/landingpage/kitchen-roll-holder/
fphk://item?number=28076
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new new new new

new new new
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3037300

3037300

3070600

3070600

Trivet - Hexagon

Trivet - Hexagon

Trivet - Hexagon

Trivet - Hexagon

Silicone 
L 16 W 14 H 0,9 cm

Silicone 
L 16 W 14 H 0,9 cm

Black

Silicone 
L 24 W 14 H 0,9 cm

Black

Silicone 
L 24 W 14 H 0,9 cm

Cool Grey Warm Grey Denim Sky Desert Terracotta Dark Camel

Mud Olive Green Indigo Fog Blue Pear LupineRosemary

Cool Grey Warm Grey Pear

Rosemary Fog Blue Light Terracotta

330135

31610

330137 330136 330340 331282 12427 24346 24347

24348 24349 31597 31598 31600 3160131599

31611 31612 31613

31614 31615 31616

12 Pcs.

12 Pcs.

6 Pcs.

6 Pcs.

Design: VE2

Design: VE2

Design: VE2

Design: VE2

fphk://item?number=330135
fphk://item?number=31610
fphk://item?number=330137
fphk://item?number=330136
fphk://item?number=330340
fphk://item?number=331282
fphk://item?number=12427
fphk://item?number=24346
fphk://item?number=24347
fphk://item?number=24348
fphk://item?number=24349
fphk://item?number=31597
fphk://item?number=31598
fphk://item?number=31600
fphk://item?number=31601
fphk://item?number=31599
fphk://item?number=31611
fphk://item?number=31612
fphk://item?number=31613
fphk://item?number=31614
fphk://item?number=31615
fphk://item?number=31616
https://www.zonedenmark.design/landingpage/trivets/
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3037300

3037300

3070600

3070600

Trivet - Triangles

Trivet - Triangles

Trivet - Triangles

Trivet - Triangles

Silicone 
L 16 W 14 H 0,9 cm

Silicone 
L 16 W 14 H 0,9 cm

Black

Silicone 
L 24 W 14 H 0,9 cm

Silicone 
L 24 W 14 H 0,9 cm

Black

Cool Grey Nordic Sky Denim Birch Sky Warm Sand Khaki

Indigo Rosemary Matcha Green Almond Light Terracotta Lupine

Cool Grey Warm Grey Nordic Sky

Warm Sand Olive Green Light Terracotta Matcha Green

330225

330311

330226 330228 330343 331284 331286 12429 12428

31602 31603 31604 31605 31606 31607

330312 330313 330314

12430 24360 31608 31609

12 Pcs.

12 Pcs.

6 Pcs.

6 Pcs.

Design: VE2

Design: VE2

Design: VE2

Design: VE2

fphk://item?number=330225
fphk://item?number=330311
fphk://item?number=330226
fphk://item?number=330228
fphk://item?number=330343
fphk://item?number=331284
fphk://item?number=331286
fphk://item?number=12429
fphk://item?number=12428
fphk://item?number=31602
fphk://item?number=31603
fphk://item?number=31604
fphk://item?number=31605
fphk://item?number=31606
fphk://item?number=31607
fphk://item?number=330312
fphk://item?number=330313
fphk://item?number=330314
fphk://item?number=12430
fphk://item?number=24360
fphk://item?number=31608
fphk://item?number=31609
https://www.zonedenmark.design/landingpage/trivets/
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SINGLES DISHWASHING SET | VE2

“If I could,
I would do
the dishes for you...”

SINGLES Dishwashing Set

Say hello to an everyday hero 

The SINGLES dishwashing set contains everything you need to do the 
dishes. Compact and uncompromising. 

The container is made of easy-clean silicone that’s pleasant to the 
touch. There’s room for a soap dispenser on one side and a brush on 
the other. The metal handle in the middle comes in handy when you 
need to move the set. But it’s also a great place for drying the cotton 
cloth, which is included. The solid ceramic soap dispenser will last for 
years. If the brush head wears out, it can easily be replaced. 
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SINGLES DISHWASHING SET | VE2

“I look great alone. 
But when we do 
the dishes together, 
magic happens...”

SINGLES Dishwashing Set

The essentials remain.  
Everything else has been washed away 

That’s how simple good design can be. Here’s just what you need when 
it’s time to do the dishes. No less and absolutely no more. There’s a holder 
for the brush, a dispenser for the dishwashing liquid, as well as a little tray 
that keeps the set neatly together on the worktop. And we’ve not even got 
to the best bit yet: you can dose the dishwashing liquid with one hand. 
One gentle touch and the dishwashing liquid automatically drips from the 
bottom. 
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INU DISHWASHING SET | Neu Studio

Ever ready to do the dishes

It’s just what you need for your everyday washing-up – noth-
ing more, nothing less. A nice, comfortable brush, a decent 
sized soap dispenser, a matching dishcloth and a silicone 
tray to set the scene beautifully. Viewed from above, the 
steel frame holding the set together curves to form a gentle 
semicircle, making the set easy to pick up when you want to 
wipe the worktop, for example. Better still, the frame provides 
a place to rest the brush and dry the cloth. Thoughtful, dainty 
and delicate design by Neu Studio. Available in the Offwhite.

The INU dishwashing brush is made of FSC™-labelled beech 
(FSC-C166612) treated with beeswax. This and the round 
shaft ensure a soft, comfy grip. The angle between head and 
shaft is absolutely perfect. You’ll just know as you wash the 
very first cup. There’s a round hole at the end of the shaft to 
insert a strap if you prefer to hang up the brush. The beautiful-
ly organic shape and choice of materials are echoed in the 
vegetable brush and pot brush in the same range. 



new
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Celebrating 
everyday life

INU POT BRUSH | Neu Studio

INU VEGETABLE BRUSH | Neu Studio

Bring on those rebellious residues!

Residues can be extremely hard to clean and it can really take some 
rigorous brushing to rid yourself of them. Well, this brush is having 
none of it! Poised perfectly in your hand, this round-headed brush 
with its stubby, strong cactus hairs really means business! Like the 
other two brushes of the range, the pot brush is made of FSC™-la-
belled beech (FSC-C166612) and treated with beeswax. 

A good grip and robust material are essential for brushing away soil 
and other impurities. The INU vegetable brush is made of FSC™-la-
belled beech (FSC-C166612) with beeswax and a brush head 
consisting of strong cactus hairs. The organic, oval shape is not only 
beautiful but also sits snugly in your hand. A great gift idea for anyone 
who loves vegetables and appreciates good design.
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30195600

30104200

30195800

3070600

3049800

30195800

Dishwashing set

Soap dispenser - Splash 

Dishwashing set - Singles 

Dish cloth, 3 pcs.

Dishwasher brush - Stand 

Dishwashing set - Singles 

Silicone/Ceramic/ABS 
L 19 W 6 H 20,5 cm  0,4 l

Black Cool Grey Warm Grey Mud Taupe

Silicone 
D 6 H 15 cm  0,15 l

Black Black

Silicone/Ceramic/ABS 
L 22 W 6,7 H 19 cm

Black Black

100% Cotton 
L 27 W 27 cm 

PP 
L 22 cm

Ceramic/Silicone/ABS 
L 15 W 8,1 H 22 cm

TaupeBiscuitOlive GreenWarm GreyGreyAnthraciteBlack Mud

330413 15241 15238 15240 28078

330180 330257

330446 332056

3312422908329082330411 29084330410330474330409

4 Sets

6 Pcs.

4 Sets

6 Sets

6 Pcs.

6 Sets

Design: VE2

Design: VE2

Design: VE2

Design: VE2

fphk://item?number=330413
fphk://item?number=15241
fphk://item?number=15238
fphk://item?number=15240
fphk://item?number=28078
fphk://item?number=330180
fphk://item?number=330257
fphk://item?number=330446
fphk://item?number=332056
https://www.zonedenmark.design/landingpage/soap-dispenser/
fphk://item?number=330409
fphk://item?number=330474
fphk://item?number=330410
fphk://item?number=330411
fphk://item?number=29082
fphk://item?number=29083
fphk://item?number=331242
fphk://item?number=29084
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3041500 3062300

30229000 3070700

Pot brush - Inu Vegetable brush - Inu

Dishwashing set - Inu Dishwasher brush - Inu

Beech 
D 5 H 6,2 cm

Beech

Beech 
L 10 W 4 H 4 cm

Beech

Stoneware/ABS/Silicone 
L 20,2 W 8,8 H 21 cm

Offwhite

Beech 
L 22,5 W 5 cm

Beech

29722 29723

29720 29721

6 Pcs. 6 Pcs.

4 Sets 6 Pcs.

Design: Neu Studio Design: Neu Studio

Design: Neu Studio Design: Neu Studio

fphk://item?number=29722
fphk://item?number=29723
fphk://item?number=29720
fphk://item?number=29721


KITCHEN

CIRCULAR WASTE BIN | VE2

Rarely has waste 
looked more 
beautiful 
The climate is crying out for help, and consumers around the world are starting 
to listen. A new green awareness is gathering pace day by day, among young 
and old alike. We know we need to change our ways, and now we’re getting se-
rious about doing so. Especially when it comes to sorting the waste we produce 
on a daily basis.

The first step along the way was our bio waste bin, which was well received.  
Now we’re launching four elegant bins in the CIRCULAR range, in sizes ranging 
from 15 to 35 litres. By design, there’s no need to hide them away under the sink. 
On the contrary. Simply find the sizes to suit your needs and let them grace your 
office, utility room or kitchen – singly or a few together. Place them wherever your 
life leaves leftovers that deserve a second chance. 

Good intentions can crumble under the pressures of real life. That’s why ease of 
use is at the heart of every little detail of the CIRCULAR bins. The bins are easy 
to clean, and the lid lifts off easily and can perch on the side while you’re binning 
stuff. All the bins have a handle, too, so they’re easy to carry when it’s time to 
take them outside for emptying, for example. Finally, there’s a brilliant feature on 
the inside: a double hanger that clicks up to make it easier to replace the bin liner. 

Take another look at these bins. Rarely has waste looked more beautiful.
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CIRCULAR:

Changing
our ways
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Waste sorting is in vogue 

If your household sorts food waste, or if you compost 
your own – then we have a practical product for you. 

The CIRCULAR bio bin is a beautifully designed bin 
for food waste. It makes it easy to collect vegetable 
peelings, coffee grounds and other food waste from 
the kitchen. Features a handle so you can easily move it 
around the kitchen and take it to your compost or food 
waste bin outside. The lid can stand upright on the side 
of the bin during use so it’s easy to fill.

The bio bin holds 3 litres and is available in Black and 
Warm Grey.

CIRCULAR WASTE BIN | VE2
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CIRCULAR WASTE BIN | VE2
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CIRCULAR. Good intentions, easy solution.
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DIISH:

Space-saving
design
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DIISH DISHWASHING SET | Mavro//Lefèvre

DIISH DISH DRAINER SET | Mavro//Lefèvre

Truly uncompromising quality 

The DIISH dishwashing set is uncompromising quality and 
well-thought-out design. Proportions that are just right, mate-
rials that will last, and details that are carefully thought out. At 
the forefront of the stage is what you use most – the dispenser 
duo for dishwashing liquid and hand soap/sanitizer. Both are 
made of ceramic. Backstage, the knitted dishcloth is hung up 
to dry, out of sight until you next need it. Its companion is the 
colour-matched brush. A final nifty detail is the small tray that 
collects excess water so it doesn’t end up on your worktop. 

The DIISH draining tray is a stylish friend beside your kitchen 
sink. It is made of silicone, so it is stable and non-slip on your 
worktop. Soapy bubbles inspired the delicate bubble pattern. 
This is highly practical and allows glasses to air and dry faster. 
The two powder-coated steel plate racks do a similar job, 
accommodating up to 16 plates. When not in use, one fits 
inside the other so both can be stowed in the cutlery holder. 
This way, the set takes up the least possible space and can 
be easily packed away, making DIISH the obvious choice for 
apartments, holiday homes, student housing and other places 
where space is at a premium.
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30291500

30416500

30541500 30708100

30195600 3058200

Waste bin - Circular

Waste bin - Circular

Waste bin - Circular Waste bin - Circular

Dishwashing set - Circular 

ABS 
D 16 H 19,5 cm  3 l

Black Warm Grey

ABS/Metal 
D 28 H 31 cm 15 l

Black Warm Grey

ABS/Metal 
D 28 H 44 cm  22 l

Black Warm Grey

ABS/Metal 
D 28 H 65,5 cm  35 l

Black Warm Grey

ABS/PP 
L 22 W 12,5 H 14,8 cm

Black Warm Grey

Dishwasher brush - Circular 

PP 
L 24 W 3,2 H 4 cm

Black Warm Grey

23201 23205

26507 26514

26515 26516 26531 26532

26728 26735 26731 26747

2 Pcs.

1 Pc.

1 Pc. 1 Pc.

4 Sets 6 Pcs.

Design: VE2

Design: VE2

Design: VE2 Design: VE2

Design: VE2 Design: VE2

fphk://item?number=23201
fphk://item?number=23205
fphk://item?number=26507
fphk://item?number=26514
fphk://item?number=26521
fphk://item?number=26522
fphk://item?number=26515
fphk://item?number=26516
fphk://item?number=26531
fphk://item?number=26532
fphk://item?number=26728
fphk://item?number=26735
fphk://item?number=26731
fphk://item?number=26747
https://www.zonedenmark.design/landingpage/circular-bio-waste-bin/
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30333200

30333200 3058200

Dishwashing set - DIISH Dishwasher brush - DIISH 

Black

Metal/Stoneware/PP 
L 18 W 11,2 H 17 cm

Black Warm Grey

PP 
L 23,5 W 5 H 5 cm

Black Warm Grey

26658

26664 26670 26667 26671

2 Sets 6 Pcs.

Dish drainer set - DIISH 

Silicone/Metal 
L 42 W 32 H 10 cm
2 Sets
Design: Mavro//Lefèvre

Design: Mavro//Lefèvre Design: Mavro//Lefèvre

fphk://item?number=26658
fphk://item?number=26664
fphk://item?number=26670
fphk://item?number=26667
fphk://item?number=26671



